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Abstract: Mae Smethurst’s work has largely aimed to articulate nō theater 
in Western terms from their early roots, primarily through Aristotle’s On 
Tragedy. Her detailed examination of the shared structure of the content 
of these independent and superficially dissimilar arts reveals their mutual 
intelligibility and effectiveness through shared underlying universals. In 
this spirit, I outline how Zeami answers Plato’s first challenge to artistic 
performance, as expressed in Ion where Plato argues that rhapsody is not 
an art [techné] because it requires no mastery. (Rhapsodes are instead 
vehicles of the divine.) This challenge to poetic performing arts, that is, 
to their claim to be arts at all, determines criteria by which we may judge 
any putative art, including sarugaku and its elevation to nōgaku. Though 
Zeami was unaware of Plato’s challenge, he nevertheless answers it in a 
way that brings Plato’s own assumptions and conceptual framework into 
relief. In this article I outline the first step of Zeami’s reply to Plato, how 
nō satisfies the criteria for mastery of a subject, with some help from zen 
master Dōgen. The focus of this article is twofold: 1) an examination of 
the ways Plato’s conception of a masterable subject entails metaphysical 
and epistemic tenets that may be revised or rejected in Buddhist tradition, 
and 2) a study of the means thsrough which the sense of mindlessness that 
allegedly precludes rhapsody (and kamigakari) from qualifying as art 
(techné/michi) contrasts with the mushin and isshin of nō (and zazen).
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Japanese nō theater (from nōgaku) has resonated in the West and 
influenced western practitioners’ artistic development since the 
early twentieth century (Lamarque). The resemblance between the 
poetic performing arts in Ancient Greece and in Medieval Japan, 
despite their historical independence, only really struck academics 
in the late twentieth century (Smethurst 1989; Sata; Ley; Smethurst 
2013). In the philosophical vein of this recent discourse, Aristotle’s 
On Tragedy and Poetics have been the most conspicuous counterpart 
to Zeami Motokiyo’s writings on the art of sarugaku (which became 
nōgaku), e.g., Fūshikaden, Kakyō, and Sandō (Hare). Plato has not 
been similarly recognized as a promising research target, primarily 
because he superficially argued in Ion, The Republic and in other 
works that poetic performance is at best no art and at worst a 
menace to civility. Ion, in particular, has been dismissed as a quaint 
amusement, more a reductio ad absurdum of Plato’s own antipathy 
towards the performing arts than a substantive work of philosophy.

As a minority of scholars have argued, however, Ion raised 
philosophical issues that remain live today, including problems 
of artistic interpretation and attention involved specifically in 
performance (Dorter) and of truth in misrepresentation and misuses 
of art (Pappas). Like most of the Socratic dialogues Plato wrote, 
Ion is an elenchus, an intentionally flawed and incomplete analysis 
that is meant to engage the reader in the apoeretic (incompletable) 
pursuit of wisdom. Just below its surface, Ion is not a rejection of 
the possibility of performance as techné (skilled craft), nor does it 
deny the possibility that poetic performance could have civic value. 
Instead it proposes a set of criteria that any practice must meet in 
order for it to qualify as techné, demonstrates an unsatisfying answer, 
and challenges us to find a better one.

Though Zeami was entirely unaware of Plato’s challenge, he 
nevertheless answers it in a way that brings Plato’s own assumptions 
into relief and illustrates how universal norms of art articulated 
in the West take a distinctive, yet recognizable, shape in Medieval 
Japan. My purpose in this article is to articulate Plato’s first challenge 
to poetic performance, namely, the mastery challenge embedded in 
his early dialogue Ion and the reply embedded in Zeami’s work, 
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particularly in Fūshikaden (a.k.a. Kadensho) and Kakyō.1 The central 
feature on which I will ultimately focus is a contrast between two 
senses of mindlessness in performance. The mindlessness of Plato’s 
rhapsode involves a noble enthousiasmós, a divine inspiration or 
possession akin to Shintō kamigakari. Plato and Zeami agree that 
this kind of mindlessness precludes mastery and, therefore, art. In 
contrast, the second kind of mindlessness, achieving the “no mind” 
of Zeami’s mushin no shin, is a core of mastery in Buddhist tradition. 
Since Plato’s dialogues and Zeami’s transmissions are very different 
in kind and presentation, it is useful to consider each approach to 
mindless mastery independently before addressing how Zeami 
answers this part of Plato’s challenge.

Plato (c. 425 – c. 347 BCE)

Plato’s early dialogue Ion (c. 380 BCE) opens with Socrates 
congratulating a rhapsode named Ion for winning first prize in the 
festival of Asclepius for his performance. To provide some context 
for the dialogue, a rhapsode is literally a “song-stitcher” who recites 
verses of epic poetry, typically verses written by others.2 The art of 
rhapsody was primarily performative, involving crowd-infecting 
excellences of the expression of poetic content through intonation, 
gesture, and sincere emotion.

Soc.  …When you produce the greatest effect upon the audience 
in  the recitation of some striking passage, such as the apparition of 
Odysseus  leaping forth on the floor…or the sorrows  of Andromache, 
Hecuba, or Priam… does not your soul in an ecstasy seem to be among the 

1 All translations of Zeami’s work appear in Tom Hare’s Zeami: Performance 
Notes (2008). Fūshikaden is translated in “Transmitting the Flower through Effects 
and Attitudes” (24-76), Kakyō in “A Mirror to the Flower” (96-128).

2 Accounts of what precisely rhapsodes like Ion did and by what criteria they 
were judged vary widely, but according to most accounts rhapsodes did not act 
out parts or mimic characters as tragedians would (Hargis; Saunders; Enos; West; 
Nagy). Gestures, posing, and vocally dramatic devices were employed liberally, and 
according to some accounts rhapsodes took liberties with (riffed on) the original 
works and stitched verses together in response to audience mood or request.  Renga 
is the closest counterpart to rhapsody in Japan. Rap battles and poetry slams might 
be the best analogs of rhapsodic performance in the U.S. today.
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persons or places of which you are speaking, whether they are in Ithaca or 
in Troy or whatever may be the scene of the poem?

Ion. … I must frankly confess that at the tale of pity, my eyes are filled with 
tears, and when I speak of horrors, my hair stands on end and my heart 
throbs. (Ion3 535b-c)

The dialogue Ion concerns whether Ion, as the winner and, 
therefore, exemplar of a rhapsode, is a master of rhapsodic techné, 
where techné is a kind of skilled execution or craft like that involved 
in charioteering, fishing, or sculpture. Poiesis, in contrast, would 
emphasize the creative or productive aspect of an art, as in creating 
a poem rather than catching fish. In considering techné rather than 
poiesis, then, Socrates is limiting the investigation to excellence or 
skill in performing poetry.4

Socrates initially characterizes rhapsody as techné and then 
begins to explore what this entails. He mentions beauty and divinity 
as potential criteria, but he emphasizes an intellectual or epistemic 
criterion of artistic interpretation as the mark of rhapsodic techné:

Soc. I often envy the profession of a rhapsode, Ion; for you have always to 
wear fine clothes, and to look as beautiful as you can is a part of your art 
[techné]. Then, again, you are obliged to be continually in the company of 
many good poets; and especially of Homer, who is the best and most divine 
of them; and to understand him, and not merely learn his words by rote, is 
a thing greatly to be envied. And no man can be a rhapsode who does not 
understand the meaning of the poet. For the rhapsode ought to interpret 
the mind of the poet to his hearers, but how can he interpret him well 
unless he knows what he means? (Ion 530b-c)

Ion readily accepts Socrates’ epistemic criterion that the rhapsode 
must understand what the poet means in order to interpret the 
poet’s thought for the audience. Artistic interpretation is thus 
at least in part an intellectual matter. The main argument of the 
dialogue, then, consists of Socrates engaging Ion in a conversation 

3 All Plato translations are by Jowett. The standard Stephanus pagination for 
Plato’s work is used for consistency across editions.

4 Zeami says that writing plays is the life of nō and actors who have written no 
plays are like soldiers who’ve gone to war without their weapons (in Hare 40). This 
writing requirement satisfies a poiesis criterion of art that I will not address in this 
paper.
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about whether rhapsody can consistently be held to be an art, as they 
have initially supposed it to be.

Of the three movements in the dialogue,5 the second primarily 
concerns the mentality of the performer, whereas the first and 
third concern the subject to be mastered by the rhapsode. We will 
consider Socrates’ criteria for masterable subjects before turning to 
the mindful criteria of mastery.

On masterable subjects

In the first movement Socrates and Ion agree that in order to 
understand just what the poet means, Ion cannot specialize in 
Homer. The poets all speak of other arts that have their own subjects, 
e.g., divination, and there is a good deal of overlap in subjects.

Soc. [I]n all discussion in which the subject is the same and many men 
[poets] are speaking, will not he who knows the good know the bad 
speaker also? ... Is not the same person skillful in both?

Ion. Yes. (Ion 531-2)

The skills required for Homeric mastery are the same skills required 
for mastery of the work of any other poet. These skills unavoidably 
apply to the whole domain of the art, and it is agreed that this is a 
universal criterion of art (Ion 532d).

In the third movement of the dialogue Socrates and Ion return 
to this question of subjects, this time focusing on the epistemic 
boundaries between the arts. Socrates and Ion agree that the subject 
of each art must have a distinguishing mark.

Soc. And every art is appointed by God to have knowledge of a certain 
work; for that which we know by the art of the pilot we do not know by 
the art of medicine? … And this is true of all the arts; – that which we 
know with one art we do not know with the other? But let me ask a prior 
question: You admit that there are differences of arts? ...You would argue, 
as I should, that when one art is of one kind of knowledge and another of 
another, they are different? …Yes, surely; for if the subject of knowledge 
were the same, there would be no meaning in saying that the arts were 
different…Tell me, then, what I was intending to ask you,- whether this 
holds universally? Must the same art have the same subject of knowledge, 
and different arts other subjects of knowledge?

5 These movements occur roughly at 531-533c, 533d-536d, and 537-542b. 
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Ion. That is my opinion, Socrates. (Ion 537c-538a)

In the later dialogue Phaedrus, this distinguishing mark is 
characterized as the one idea that comprehends the scattered 
particulars and, thereby, makes possible the clarity of meaning that 
is necessary to define a (whole) subject.

Socrates and Ion consider whether the distinguishing mark of 
rhapsody could be “what one would say” (Ion 540b). Since a ship 
pilot knows best what a pilot would say, and so on for each art, 
this does not seem promising. The epistemic criteria of rhapsody 
seem to require that the rhapsode speak as well about each art as 
do the masters of those arts. Transitivity of the epistemic criterion 
would then imply that a rhapsode must be a master of all arts; thus 
rhapsody would reduce to the other arts. Ion resists this reduction of 
the distinctiveness of rhapsodic techné by “excluding certain things”, 
namely the subjects of other arts. Since even slaves and women know 
more than rhapsodes about some subjects, excluding a subject of 
other arts effectively excludes all.

Socrates then suggests that rhapsodes are like generals exhorting 
their troops. This approaches very close to the distinguishing mark 
that a contemporary reader might offer for the performing arts, that 
is, mastery of audiences. Unfortunately, Ion gets carried away and 
is quickly led to the absurd claim that he is the best of all Hellenic 
generals (Ion 541b). Socrates finally offers Ion a choice between 
admitting that he is a deceiver or admitting the nobler/finer 
[κάλλιον] alternative, that his rhapsody is inspired but no art.

The upshot of these two movements of Ion is that mastery of 
techné involves a philosophical problem of scope. As Plato reiterates 
this principle in Phaedrus, any division into species, including the 
individuation of divine madness into proper species, should be 
according to “natural formation, where the joint is, not breaking 
any part as a bad carver might” (Phaedrus 265e).6 Mastery thus 

6 Plato’s reference to carving/butchery here interestingly foreshadows the 
progression from Ding the cook/butcher as the exemplar of mindless mastery in 
China (Zhuangzi’s wu wei) to its descendent mushin no shin in Japan (Watson 45-
6).
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presupposes a kind of fit between possible subjects (metaphysics) 
and skill sets (epistemology), such that one could master all and only 
the whole of one’s particular art.

Plato’s own view cannot be precisely determined from the text, 
in large part because the claims and implications of the dialogue can 
easily be interpreted in many ways.7 The ineliminable ambiguity 
of the dialogue is ironically a primary virtue of the elenchus. The 
irreparably flawed logic of the argument is the mechanism by which 
we are provoked out of passivity. Rather than clearly asserting a 
sound argument for his own theory of techné, Plato uses the dialogue 
to challenge readers to do the difficult work of theory construction 
themselves. Socrates’ argument in these two movements of the 
dialogue is usefully invalid, in that reflection on why Ion is so easily 
(mis)led to admit the absurdity of his own profession leads the 
reader to consider what tacit assumptions might be at work.8

We can be sure of this much. Socrates and Ion clearly accept that 
each techné has its own proper subject, where a subject is a well-
defined domain of cognitive and practical grasp that is delimited 
by its nature such that it constitutes a whole. Graduation to master 
status is achieved by grasping the whole. This involves having a clear 
idea of the distinguishing mark of one’s art, the mark that determines 
its proper scope and makes transparent its unity as a natural whole. 
To get a feel for the sorts of specific criteria one might mine from 
these passages, the claim that every art must have its own proper 
subject seems to entail the following sorts of criteria:

1. Metaphysical Completeness: A proper subject is a whole.
2. Practical Completeness: The whole of the subject of an art 

must be masterable by a human because the same skills apply 
throughout.

7 These ambiguities are reflected in the diversity of translations available in 
English. Compare the Jowett translation to Lamb’s, for example (the Loeb edition 
offers Greek and English side by side). 

8 It is worth noting that this tactic is not entirely unlike the non-dogmatic, 
suggestive, indirect teaching methods prevalent in Buddhist and Confucian 
traditions.
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3. Transitivity in regard to Depth: Mastery of a subject is 
transitive, i.e., to master a subject is to master what the subject 
contains.

4. Scope of Judgment: The master of a subject is skilled in 
determining both who speaks well and who speaks badly in 
discussing that subject.

5. Unity: A proper subject cannot be an arbitrary disjunction of 
subjects of other arts.

6. Marked Uniqueness: A proper subject must have a 
distinguishing mark by which it differs from the subjects of 
other arts.9

On mindlessness

The central movement of the dialogue specifically concerns the 
performer’s state of mind in performing, as opposed to how one 
theoretically grasps one’s art in a more reflective, abstract, intellectual 
sense. Ion says he pays close attention to Homer and only Homer. 
Other poets are of no interest to him. He experiences this selective 
attention not as a choice but as something beyond his control. In 
this passage Socrates explains how the performing rhapsode might 
be gripped by divine inspiration, like an iron ring is gripped by a 
magnet:

Soc. The gift which you possess of speaking excellently about Homer 
is not an art [techné], but, as I was just saying, an inspiration; there is a 
divinity moving you, like that contained in the stone which Euripides calls 
a magnet…This stone not only attracts iron rings, but also imparts to them 
a similar power of attracting other rings; and sometimes you may see a 
number of pieces of iron and rings suspended from one another so as to 
form quite a long chain: and all of them derive their power of suspension 
from the original stone….[T]he spectator is the last of the rings …The 
rhapsode like yourself and the actor are intermediate links, and the poet 
himself is the first of them….[T]here is a vast chain of dancers and masters 
and undermasters of choruses, who are suspended, as if from the stone, at 
the side of the rings which hang down from the Muse. (Ion 533d-536a)

According to this theory, the power in each mortal ring depends 
entirely on the divine magnet.

9 Aguirre (2016) identifies the first and last of these as the totality and specialty 
principles, respectively.
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Being gripped by divine inspiration cannot be mastery of an 
art, then, Socrates claims, because the rhapsode is out of his senses/
mind/head.

Soc. When you produce the greatest effect upon the audience…are you in 
your right mind? Are you not carried out of yourself, and does not your 
soul in an ecstasy seem to be among the persons or places of which you 
are speaking, whether they are in Ithaca or in Troy or whatever may be the 
scene of the poem? (Ion 535a)… [N]ot by art or knowledge about Homer 
do you say what you say, but by divine inspiration and by possession. (Ion 
536c)

Ion. …I doubt whether you will ever have eloquence enough to persuade 
me that I praise Homer only when I am mad and possessed. (Ion 536d)

Inspiration or enthusiasm is a non-rational state in which the 
rhapsode is a mere vehicle of the divine, not an autonomous agent 
in control of his actions. The agent is the Muse, and the Muse’s 
power is attenuated at each remove. The rhapsode who performs 
poetry written by others is thus twice removed from the source, 
and his excellence amounts to being an efficient conduit. Though 
the rhapsode may appear to be an excellent interpreter of the 
poet’s thought, Socrates now contends that this is an illusion. The 
practice of an art requires one to be “in one’s right mind” during 
the performance, and the art must be produced by the artist’s own 
power through disciplined, autonomous control of himself and his 
subject. Intellectual and practical grasp are both criteria of masterful 
performance. Socrates claims that Ion’s performances do not meet 
these criteria. From this section of the dialogue we glean additional 
criteria of art, like the following:

1. Right-mindedness: The practice of an art requires one to be 
in one’s right might.

2. Agency: The art must be produced by the artist’s own power.
3. Attention: The master’s attention must be on what he’s doing.
4. Autonomy: The artist must have disciplined control of him-

self and his subject.

One might, of course, resist the tacit assumptions at work in this 
phase of the dialogue, for example, the assumption that no mastery 
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could be involved in becoming a conduit of the divine. Ion could 
have argued that it has taken years of careful reflection on Homer’s 
thought to sensitize and attune himself to the Muse, and that before 
each performance he must master himself to enter the appropriate 
state (as nō performers do). If the process of achieving perfect 
conductivity sufficiently resembles the process by which one masters 
medicine and the other arts (e.g., if each of these Ways involves 
similar self-mastery techniques), then the subject of rhapsody 
and the requisite epistemic theory might be on our philosophical 
horizon. Alternatively, Socrates or Ion could have attempted to 
articulate the principles of (song-) stitching rather than manner of 
delivery. They might have conceded original power to the Muse but 
retained guidance by the rhapsode in skilled delivery and selection 
of lines, say, akin to piloting a ship. These philosophical paths not 
taken are, I contend, the ultimate point of the dialogue.

As we turn to Zeami, we should keep two of Plato’s criteria in 
mind. First, an art must have a subject, where subjects are discrete and 
naturally determined. Second, a master is a determinate, bounded, 
autonomous individual who has surpassed a threshold of disciplined 
achievement and who, thereby, has a grasp – conscious, intentional, 
active control – of something external (as in the general controlling 
his troops, the charioteer controlling his horse, or the captain his 
ship). As I explain in the next section, Zeami’s zen-informed reply 
to Plato predictably rejects some aspects of this concept of mastery, 
for example, control, but retains the idea that arts are disciplines that 
require specific forms of mindfulness.

Zeami Motokiyo (c. 1363 – c. 1443 CE)

Zeami’s first written work on sarugaku, referred to as Fūshikaden or 
Kadensho, outlines a secret training program that he hoped would 
secure the continued success of his troupe by elevating sarugaku 
to true mastery of an art, nōgaku. Sarugaku (猿楽) literally means 
“monkey entertainment,” and was originally written using the animal 
character for monkey (猿). During the transition from sarugaku 
to nōgaku (能楽), performers began shifting away from mundane 
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acrobatics and magic tricks towards something more divine, 
reflected in writing sarugaku using the divine character for monkey. 
According to Ortolani, this sarugaku was more divine in a Shintō 
sense, i.e., the Shite principal was thought of as a miko engaged in 
kamigakari, as a divinely possessed Shintō shaman (Ortolani 176).10

They actively began to …call their occupation a divine service, and to 
consider themselves Shintō priests and their art a form of kagura [god 
entertainment] (which traditionally has been performed by Shintō 
clergy)….It was within the realm of this religious and popular sarugaku 
tradition that two giants of sarugaku and recognized founders of nōgaku, 
Kannami and Zeami, reached the peak of their art. (Ortolani, 173)

Kannami11 and Zeami are then credited with the further transition 
from sarugaku as either spectacle or kamigakari to nōgaku and a 
focus on monomane (mimesis, imitation) and yūgen (elegant beauty). 
Spiritually, this involved a shift away from Shintō and towards 
Buddhism. Shintō spirits, with their transformative and possessive 
powers, find no place in Zeami’s sarugaku. What is important for 
my argument is that instead of kamigakari enthusiasm, Zeami’s 
“inspired” performance embodies two ideals of performance that are 
central to Dōgen’s zazen teaching,12 namely, mushin (no-mind) and 
isshin (one-mind). As Shelly Fenno Quinn notes, mushin and isshin 
are explicit criteria of masterful performance in Zeami’s later treatise 
Kakyō, but they are present even in the first chapter of Fūshikaden 
(226-36).13

10 See Rath 71 for a rebuttal of Ortolani on this point.
11 Kan’ami Kiyotsugu (1333-1384) was Zeami’s father and the patron of the 

Kanze theater troup in which Zeami was raised and on which Zeami based his 
writings on nō.  

12 According to Minoru, Zeami explicitly cited the zen master Eihei Dōgen 
(1200-1253), the founder of the zazen tradition, as a spiritual influence on his 
literature (Heine 5; see also Heine 23). Zeami’s philosophy/religion was syncretic, 
as was typical in Japanese history. There is little explicit Shintō in his work, but 
much implicit Buddhism and some explicit Confucianism.

13 Quinn explains mushin and isshin in Buddhist-Daoist terms without specific 
appeal to Dōgen.  
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Developing mindfulness

As Zeami describes in the first chapter of Fūshikaden and elsewhere, 
the first stage of nō training begins at about age seven and the 
program runs the entire course of the performer’s life. At that age, 
children are to practice dance and chant14 as ritual forms, akin to 
kata in the martial arts. This stage of training requires integration 
of dance with chant. Young children are not ready to consider 
content or meaning, to attempt roles, to take on discipline, or to 
be critiqued. At age twelve or thirteen children may engage with 
the content of nō and begin to work on roles, but they should focus 
on developing good technique in what comes easily, e.g., certainty 
in movement, enunciation, and correct forms of dance. Together 
these first two childhood stages of training focus on cultivating and 
integrating what we may call the more bodily or somatic resources 
of performance. “Mastery” in the childhood stages of training 
amounts to a process of internalizing the kata, i.e., committing the 
basic techniques to memory (including muscle memory) so that 
they become automatic or second nature and may be performed 
without effort or self-conscious intention. This internalization frees 
the performer to focus on meaning, significance, and sociohistorical 
context in the next stage of training because the body is no longer 
experienced as an external thing, separate from mind, to be 
manipulated or consciously controlled.

At age seventeen or eighteen students must make a commitment 
to train and dedicate sustained effort to developing genuine 
skill in the art. This stage is analogous to the undergraduate or 
apprenticeship stage of training and is highly intellectual, effortful, 
and mentally disciplined. At the same time, it is nevertheless highly 
somatic. Practice is essential.

By age 34 or 35, Zeami says, an actor may have achieved the “true 
flower”15 of a master and become able to employ his body-mind fully 

14 These are the “two modes” of nikyoku santai. Though Zeami includes in 
Fūshikaden styles that he later considers to be derivative, the three styles (venerable, 
feminine, martial) are first described in Fūshikaden as part of the content or subject 
to be studied by more advanced students. 
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in a performance that is not only technically correct, but genuinely 
artful in the subtlety of its details, richness of its significance, and 
in its transformative power. Finally, at age 44 or 45 the actor enters 
the poignant wabi sabi stage of mastery. The master now exercises 
discretion in choosing roles and develops restraint, focusing on 
fine detail and paring down performances to their purest form. The 
senior master does very little, but everything he does is “charged 
with such hues” (Wilson 56), so steeped in significance and deeply 
impressive, that his performances are intensely effective. Now it is 
not richness and fineness of detail that impress the audience but 
rather the simplicity of form and omission of everything extraneous. 
Everything inessential drops away.

This training program for actors generally ascends from body to 
mind to mind-no-mind (mushin no shin), or to a very distinctive 
kind of single-mindedness (isshin). Children and apprentices are to 
learn to say the words and move in the patterns, without considering 
why. Their focus should be on the body. Correct execution of the kata 
actively form the body, reshaping it (as a correct sitting posture does 
in zazen), which thereby enables body to be undivided from mind. 
Journeymen begin to bring intelligence, meaning, and refinement to 
their performance. Their performances are self-conscious, deliberate, 
and carefully planned. The master, however, performs in a state of 
mind that is fully present without being self-conscious, intentional 
without being deliberate, and planned yet lived in the moment. The 
master of monomane (mimesis) is undivided even from the object 
of imitation:

In dramatic imitation, there is, surely, a rank of no imitation. Once you 
have brought dramatic imitation to its limits and have truly entered into the 
object of imitation,16 you have no intention of imitation. (Hare 66, italics 
added)

15 Zeami inconsistently distinguishes “flowers” in his writings on nō. The true 
flower of nō in this section of Fūshikaden is contrasted with temporary life stage flowers 
that are not specifically flowers of nō.

16 Compare to Stanislavski’s famous “living the part,” which eventually led to 
Method Acting in the U.S. (Stanislavski 2008). Stanislavski’s work is arguably the 
best Western analogue of Zeami’s. 
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In a masterful performance, therefore, the masterful nō actor 
is neither “out of his mind” nor in his “right mind” in a mundane 
Western sense. (One cannot be both present and out of one’s 
mind.) The control of nō mastery is neither a grasping nor a merely 
mechanical channeling of the divine. It is a third thing, of which 
Plato had not dreamed. Plato’s exemplars of mastery in Ion were 
the military general, slavemaster, and roles involving command and 
control over others (with the notable exception of divination17). The 
nō master does master the audience and perhaps the troup, granted, 
but as a cultivator rather than as a commander or controller. The nō 
master is instead a distinctive kind of zen master (perhaps among 
other things).

Though Zeami was clearly influenced by many sources, Dōgen’s 
zazen influence is easily recognizable and useful (Quinn 369; Heine 
5). Both Zeami and Dōgen described the Way in terms of cultivating 
conditions and letting the transformation happen. Cultivating the 
flower [hana] of nō is the central metaphor of Zeami’s training 
program, a prominent topic throughout Fūshikaden, and even the 
title of one of its chapters. At each stage of training Zeami indicates 
the kind of flower one might hope for, e.g., the freshness, charm, and 
raw energy of youth, or the flower of physical strength for an actor 
in his prime. As Hare clarifies, hana always “pertains to something 
attractive that catches the audience’s attention”, e.g., visual interest 
or emotional interest (6). The flower of youth is distinct from the 
flower of a man in his prime, but each is in some sense magnetic, as 
Plato might say. There is no guarantee that cultivation will yield a 
flower because each flower is uniquely sensitive to conditions that 
include every aspect of a performance, and any flower is crushable by 
the untimely arrival or inauspicious mood of the powerful. Nō actors 
cultivate their flowers; they do not command or control them.

17 Zeami has a similar option available, as mentioned earlier, through the 
precedent of kamigakari.  Zeami seems to indicate that the role of the Waki, 
especially in mugen nō (spirit plays), is to bridge the two worlds for the audience. 
The true flower of nō is, among other things, a connection to the spirit world, a 
world perhaps not entirely unlike Plato’s transcendent realm of Forms.
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Zeami’s cultivation of the flower arguably recapitulates flowering 
itself, each sublimating into its negation:

Zeami’s flower comes into bloom as the high point of a performance, and 
it wilts afterward. It bears fruit in professional experience and technical 
mastery but does not leave a tangible residue. In later texts from the Notes, 
it can be construed in an abstract way that sublates the experience of the 
sense into mental or intellectual excitement. Beyond that, the flower fades, 
or sublimates, into Buddhist emptiness, which, though still plausibly 
manifest empirically, is typically characterized in the negative by means of 
the prefix mu-, which means ‘not to exist’. (Hare 6)

In his comments concerning the cultivation of enlightenment (see 
below), Dōgen generalizes from musshin, munen (no thought) and 
all such specific mu- to a global detachment, forgetting, or dropping 
away to become undivided and one with myriad things:

 …thoroughly engage in each activity in order to cultivate fertile conditions 
to transform…

To study the way of enlightenment is to study the self. To study the self is to 
forget the self. To forget the self is to be actualized by myriad things. When 
actualized by myriad things, your body and mind as well as the bodies and 
minds of others drop away. No trace of enlightenment remains, and this no-
trace continues endlessly.

In the great way of going beyond, no endeavor is complete without being 
one with myriad things...all elements are as they are. It is not that there is 
no practice and realization, it is just that they are not divided. (Dōgen 19, 
53, 14)

This suggests how isshin and mushin might be involved in nō practice. 
In keeping with the zazen notion of “just sitting,” a nō trainee 
must first “just chant” or “just dance,” then “just” do both at once, 
undivided and without thought or effort. Later on, he must enter 
the role and make one of, i.e., he must integrate, the myriad details of 
history and significance to “just perform.” The true flower, when an 
actor becomes the object of imitation, is akin to achieving essential 
mind. This makes the performance uncontrived. Throughout this 
process, the Way involves letting go and not thinking while being 
present in a proper form. This mushin is understood in an entirely 
different manner than Ion’s mindless abandon:
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Although teachers of old used verbal studies along with just sitting, they 
were totally engaged in sitting…Sit zazen wholeheartedly, conform to the 
buddha form, and let go18 of all things.

Set aside all involvements and let the myriad things rest. Zazen is not 
thinking of good, not thinking of bad. It is not conscious endeavor. It is not 
introspection. Do not desire to become a buddha. Let sitting or lying down 
drop away.

Sit solidly in samadhi and think not thinking. How do you think not 
thinking? Beyond thinking. This is the art of zazen. Zazen is not learning to 
do concentration. It is the dharma gate of great ease and joy. It is undivided 
practice-realization. (Dōgen 10, 11, 12, italics added)

Becoming undivided, or reaching isshin, is central to Dōgen’s Way 
because the “entirety” of the enlightened is unbounded. In contrast, 
Plato’s whole subjects are whole precisely because they are complete 
in a bounded sense. Dōgen’s entirety is an opening up to full extension 
rather than a closing off to completeness, and its result is a kind of 
empty vastness, i.e., mushin or just mu-. He maintains that, “Within 
this unsurpassable manifestation of enlightenment, the entire 
world of the ten directions is but a small portion; enlightenment 
exceeds the boundary of the entire world” (Dōgen 54).19

Bodhidharma said, ‘When pure wisdom is complete, the essence is empty 
and serene. Such real merit cannot be attained through worldly actions…
The foremost sacred truth is vast emptiness, nothing sacred.’

What expounds sutras is empty space [boundlessness]. Without being 
empty space, no one can expound even one single sutra. (Dōgen 29-30, 37, 
italics added)

Despite the superficial incompatibility of isshin and mushin no shin, 
then, there is in the end no contradiction between undivided mind 
and empty mind.20

One might worry that Zeami’s empty mind can be reduced to 

18 Dōgen prefers “dropping away” rather than “letting go” in describing the 
phenomenology of zen practice, perhaps because “letting” involves the wrong kind 
of intention (122-3, 104, 108).

19 See also Dōgen, 65.
20 See Nagatomo for a more extended interpretation of Zeami’s understanding 

of mindfulness in nō practice. 
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an unused conduit. Even though thinking and conscious endeavor 
drop away in zazen, there is, nevertheless, an element of intention 
in Dōgen’s way that makes way-seeking compatible with disciplined 
practice. He grounds it in determination:

Those who vow to steal a precious treasure, to defeat a powerful enemy, or 
to know a beautiful woman will follow their intention and keep it in mind 
on each occasion under all circumstances while walking, standing, sitting, 
and lying down. Nothing is left unachieved with such a commitment…
But without arousing such a determined mind, how can you achieve 
[enlightenment?]…Those who have such a determined mind will invariably 
be enlightened…21 (Dōgen 51, italics added)

The commitment Zeami requires at age seventeen or eighteen 
may refer to this determined mind. As Zeami later describes isshin 
mushin in Kakyō, the gaps between techniques performed with the 
body are interesting when and because mind, i.e., intention, bridges 
the gap (in Hare 115). Dance, chant, sparring, etc. are bound with a 
single intent. At the rank of mushin, Zeami says here, one’s intent is 
even hidden from oneself.

Committed, determined intention is a kind of mind that can 
be aroused, Dōgen maintains, but it is realized in the awareness of 
pervasive impermanence and detachment from contingencies. This 
undivided, empty, yet determined mind yields a distinctive notion 
of the kind of “grasp” that might be required for performing arts. 
Consider the following three examples:

Do not suppose that what you attain becomes your knowledge and is grasped 
by your intellect. Although actualized immediately, what is inconceivable 
may not be apparent. Its emergence is beyond your knowledge.

‘Do you know how to grasp space?’
Xitang said, ‘Yes, I do.’
Shigong said, ‘How do you grasp it?’
Xitang stroked the air with his hand.
Shigong said, ‘You don’t know how to grasp space.’
Xitang responded, ‘How do you grasp it, elder brother?’
Shigong poked his finger in Xitang’s nostril and pulled.
Xitang grunted in pain and said, ‘You’re killing me! You’re pulling off my 

21 Zeami makes no such guarantee that cultivation will yield the true flower of 
nō.
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nose.’
Shigong said, ‘You can grasp it now.’
Enlightenment is ungraspable. (Dōgen 15, 169-170, 55, italics added)

As the first two of these three quotes indicate, the kind of grasp 
involved in zazen enlightenment and enlightened nō performance is 
neither intellectual nor manual. Enlightenment is better described 
as a kind of mental sublimation or emergence rather than as grasp.

A Note on subjects

Zeami develops the subject of nō to be mastered unsystematically 
over the course of several texts, including the remaining six chapters 
of Fūshikaden. Following the dance and chant kata of the earliest 
stage of training in Fūshikaden, “Notes on Dramatic Imitation” 
characterizes the essentials of presenting a dramatic likeness of 
women, old men, demons, Chinese, etc. Here Zeami first lays out 
the fundamental archetypes that underlie specific sarugaku roles, 
like Atsumori or Lady Aoi. These are arguably the heart of the 
subject to be mastered through imitation, i.e., monomane. “Notes 
in Question-and-Answer Form” concerns the audience-oriented 
aspect of performance. “Divine Purport” provides a short history 
of sarugaku that senior performers might need to bring contextual 
depth to the details of their performance. In “Ultimate Achievement” 
Zeami distinguishes the Way of his school from other schools by 
which fundamentals are given priority, e.g., aesthetic elegance 
[yūgen]. “Written Preparations for the Flower” contains advice on 
play selection and playwriting, stage presence, and how to bring all 
the myriad conditions of performance together in a higher form 
of culturally transformative isshin. The final piece, “Separate Pages 
of Oral Traditions,” elaborates the notion of flower and analogizes 
the nō Way to martial arts. Zeami’s later works revises and extend 
his explanation of the subject of nō in various ways, but these are 
refinements rather than reversals (see #6 below for a basic idea of 
how Zeami fills out the subject of nō). Though Plato’s Socrates 
would surely challenge Zeami at every turn, Zeami has at least given 
the subject matter of his art a good deal more thought than Ion.
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Meeting the challenge

Revisiting the criteria of art gleaned from Ion, then, we can see at 
least the broad strokes of how Zeami could answer Plato’s challenge 
and show that nō satisfies an appropriate set of criteria for artistic 
mastery of a subject, given leeway for some metaphysical and 
epistemic corrections.

1. Plato Metaphysical Completeness: A proper subject is a 
whole.

 Zeami Entirety through undividedness is the Way of every 
art, whether zazen or nō.

2. Plato Practical Completeness: The whole of the subject 
of an art must be masterable by a human because 
the same skills apply throughout.

 Zeami The skills of nō are skills of becoming undivided, so 
specialization is merely superficial.

3. Plato Transitivity with regard to Depth: Mastery of a 
subject is transitive, i.e., to master a subject is to 
master what the subject contains.

 Zeami Transmission is non-hierarchical and uncontained.

4. Plato Scope of Judgment: The master of a subject is 
skilled in determining both who speaks well and 
who speaks badly in discussing that subject.

 Zeami Judgment is intellectual and word-bound. Masters 
speak well because things are clear to the enlightened.

5. Plato Unity: A proper subject cannot be an arbitrary 
disjunction of subjects of other arts.

 Zeami Contingencies are all arbitrary and impermanent.

6. Plato Marked Uniqueness: A proper subject must have 
a distinguishing mark by which it differs from the 
subjects of other arts.
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 Zeami Nō is distinctive in its outer forms, but all Ways are 
ultimately the same. As Fūshikaden explains, the 
natural forms of nō include:

  Modes: dance and chant
  Archetypes or styles: women (heart), old men 

(venerability), warrior ( force),
  Pivotal moments: reversal and recognition, 

revelation, transformation, transcendence
  Myriad details of the significance of tone of voice, 

subtlety of gesture and stance, e.g., how loss feels, how 
old men walk, how anger is expressed through hands

7. Plato Right-mindedness: The practice of an art requires 
one to be in one’s right might.

 Zeami The right mind is the undivided way-seeking mind.

8. Plato Agency: The art must be produced by the artist’s 
own power.

 Zeami Power is an illusion.

9. Plato Attention: The master’s attention must be on what 
he’s doing.

 Zeami Isshin is an undivided attention.

10. Plato Autonomy: The artist must have disciplined 
control of himself and his subject.

 Zeami Determined intention is single-minded, not control 
of self-as-other.

If Zeami’s understanding of mindfulness in mastery is correct, a 
rhapsode would first need to develop the kata of correct stance, 
voice, and gesture. He would have to learn to just stand, then just 
recite. Once these are internalized, the rhapsode trainee could begin 
to work on understanding the poet’s intent and expressing this in 
gesture and intonation. If it is possible to “enter the object” without 
monomane, which is obviously a substantive philosophical question, 
the true flower of rhapsody might perhaps differ very little from the 
true flower of nō.
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